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Introduction

The share prices of the legacy payment processors—Fiserv (FISV), Fidelity National (FIS) and Global
Payments (GPN)— have declined considerably over the past two years. Historically, these companies traded at
a premium to the market but are now trading at a material discount.

Source: Capital IQ, GreensKeeper.

The recent selloff has largely been due to the prevailing narrative that the legacy processors are facing disruption
from innovative newcomers like Adyen, Block/Square (SQ) and Stripe. We acknowledge that the challengers
are growing fast and taking some market share. However, they are materially smaller and the industry itself
continues to grow as do the legacy players (just not as fast).

Our preferred investment in the sector is Fiserv due to the company’s leading market share, bank relationships
and FISV’s ownership of Clover (SMB) and Carat (enterprise) which we believe positions them to successfully
respond to this new competition.

With the stock currently trading at $100.13, we believe it is undervalued and derive an intrinsic value of $142
based on a 20X multiple of our 2023 projected free cash flow. With a solid balance sheet, secular tailwinds and
EPS growth in the mid teens, we believe FISV offers an appealing investment opportunity and target a 19% IRR
on our investment over the next few years.

Disclosure: Certain funds and accounts managed by GreensKeeper Asset Management Inc. may own
shares of FISV and other securities mentioned in this report. This report should not be viewed as a
solicitation or recommendation to transact in a security or financial product and should not be relied
upon as investment advice. Please conduct your own research before making any investment decisions.
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Company Overview

Fiserv operates in three segments. The Merchant Acquiring segment provides merchants with the ability to
securely accept electronic payment transactions from consumers around the world. Fiserv sells its Clover and
Carat products across a wide range of distribution channels including direct sales, independent software vendors
(ISVs), Financial Institutions (FIs), and joint ventures with bank customers.

Fiserv’s Payments and Networks segment provides FIs and corporate clients that issue payment cards with the
services required to process payment transactions. Fiserv processes various card transactions including debit,
credit, and prepaid cards. The company also offers a broad range of capabilities including bill payment, non-card
digital payment, peer-to-peer (P2P) payments, and account to account (A2A) transfers.

Finally, Fiserv’s Fintech segment provides FIs with the technology they need to process deposit and loan
accounts as well as manage their general ledger. Fiserv also offers risk management solutions and a variety of
other services to banks to complement the core account processing functionality.

Merchant Acquiring Segment

The payment processing industry is heavily consolidated, with the top 10 merchant acquirers capturing 75% of
bank card purchase volumes.
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Scale is vital to success in the industry and forms the largest part of a payment processors’ competitive moat
(along with switching costs and intellectual property). Once a payment processor achieves scale, the incremental
cost to process additional transaction volume is low and incremental volume delivers a high marginal contribution.
As a result of this dynamic, the industry underwent a further round of consolidation recently (see diagram below)
with FIS, FISV and Chase currently the top three players.

An important part of our investment thesis is that merchant acquisition is not a zero-sum game. In 2021, Visa’s
(V) and Mastercard’s (MA) volumes increased by 20% to $18,100b while Stripe, Adyen, and Square combined
accounted for only $1,177b (or ~6.5%) of volume. The table on the following page compares the processing
volumes of selected industry participants.

The current small market share of the innovative newcomers leaves plenty of market growth for legacy acquirers
to capture. Payment volume growth is expected to continue as there are an estimated 20 million merchants in the
US alone who do not currently accept card-based payments.
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National banks still represent about 38% of the industry in the US, while scale legacy processors (FISV, GPN,
FIS) serve 28%, and regional banks and Fintech companies (Square, Adyen, Stripe) combine for the remaining
share. Fiserv has exposure to all three segments through the formation of joint ventures with their bank customers.
JV relationships broaden distribution and allow Fiserv to sell merchant acquiring to other parties without having to
replicate the JV partner’s payment processing infrastructure.

Fiserv’s Competitive Positioning

Most of the disruptors have attacked legacy players via software, which is more functional and adaptable than
legacy systems, increases acceptance rates, and lowers costs. Disruptors have often targeted the needs of
specific market segments. For example, Square has taken share in the Micro Merchant (<$125K volume)
category by offering software tailored to distinct industries such as retail shops.

Fiserv has responded by introducing its innovative Clover and Carat products (discussed in detail below). These
products have enabled Fiserv to shift from historically providing merchants with point solutions, to now offering
fully integrated operating systems. With these newer products, Fiserv is well positioned to benefit from the shift of
small and medium-sized business’ (SMBs) preferences for fully integrated software payment systems, as well as
their willingness to pay a higher Merchant Discount Rate (MDR) for these added services.
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Pricing is attractive in the SMB segment, as it represents 30-35% of US bank card purchase volume but
generates 65%-75% of domestic revenues. Larger merchants demand price concessions given the volumes they
represent, but SMBs hold much less negotiating power with acquirers. This higher SMB spread increases even
further as more value-added services are adopted by merchants.

Clover (SMBs)

Fiserv acquired Clover through its acquisition of First Data and has since developed it into a powerhouse in the
SMB acquiring market. Clover’s value proposition is separated into cloud-based vertical solutions and horizontal
solutions.

Clover’s operating software is tailored to specific merchant verticals. Fiserv currently focuses on restaurants,
retail, and service industries. Clover also targets what it calls “Long-Tail Merchants” that offer payment systems
and tools from integrated software vendors (ISVs) through Clover’s app store. Fiserv partners with software
developers to offer merchants unique products allowing them to meet the changing demands of end consumers.
Horizontal solutions allow merchants to operate and scale considerably more efficiently than previously available
alternatives. For example, Clover offers integrated payment systems that allow merchants to receive payments in
omnichannel methods, such as curbside pick-up.
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These vertical and horizontal solutions not only attract merchants to Fiserv, but the added features are very sticky
services that increase switching costs. Once a merchant is acquired by Fiserv and begins running the entirety of
its business on the platform, there are limited reasons why the client would switch at the time of contract renewal.
Changing an integrated provider entails cost, business disruption risk, employee training, etc. These factors
provide some pricing power to the company, especially in the SMB segment where businesses are less likely to
have the in-house expertise to perform similar services. The increase in take rate is generally a cheaper
alternative for SMBs compared to developing the software themselves or outsourcing a pure technology resource
that does not integrate payments as well.

Clover has already shown remarkable success, generating $1.3B in recurring revenue and growing at a 27%
CAGR. Modules by cohort have also been growing each year, which exemplifies the effective product bundling
Clover has produced and its ability to upsell clients once integrated into their operating systems.

Source: Fiserv Company Reports.

Clover has been able to grow substantially faster than its peers in the SMB market on a Gross Payment Volume
(GPV) basis (see chart and table below). Clover’s growth over the years compared to Square demonstrates that
the product is well accepted by merchants and that Fiserv is capable of taking on Fintech challengers.
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Square has been able to generate higher revenues as compared to Clover due to its higher take-rate (110bps vs.
80bps). However, as Clover continues to increase the number of modules per customer, Clover’s take-rate will
increase, allowing it to capture incremental revenue from clients. Software and services revenue currently sits at
12% of Clover revenue and management is targeting 20%+ by 2025.

Fiserv has not yet begun switching its legacy book of merchants onto the Clover service as they are currently
focusing their efforts and capital on acquiring new merchants. Per Fiserv’s management: 90% of Clover’s clients
are new clients to Fiserv. We believe that Fiserv will gradually convert its legacy book onto Clover as renewals
approach. Switching the back book to Clover should eventually translate into additional margin expansion via
Clover’s add-on services.

Finally, we note that Activist investor ValueAct Capital took a position in Fiserv in 2021 and recently secured
board representation. ValueAct’s bullish view on the value of Clover on a standalone basis is a major part of that
firm’s investment thesis.(1)

Carat (Enterprise):

The Carat platform is a leading-edge customizable software product, specifically designed as an operating
system for large enterprises. Fiserv’s global reach and partnerships with banks worldwide make Carat an
attractive partner for large enterprise clients who require global capabilities

(1) https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-02-23/valueact-gets-board-seat-at-fiserv-touts-potential-of-clover
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Carat acts as a single-entry point allowing merchants to access the breadth of Fiserv’s capabilities. As merchants
become more efficient by utilizing these add-on solutions, Fiserv generates additional revenues at better
economics.

The biggest apparent threat to Fiserv in the enterprise space is European disrupter Adyen, that acts as the sole
intermediary between the merchant, card network, and consumer.

Adyen’s offering has proven to be successful in the European market and the company has begun to take share
in the enterprise space across North America. Adyen’s enterprise customers value the data and higher
authorization rates their solutions can provide and have shown they are willing to pay a higher take rate for these
benefits. This is amplified in the eCommerce market, where close to 20% of online transactions are declined,
compared to only 5% of offline payments.

The major risk posed to Fiserv by Adyen is that enterprise companies currently using Adyen internationally will
switch to Adyen in North America (Fiserv’s home market). Adyen’s threat to Fiserv’s North American clients will
take time to unfold as merchants face switching costs from contractual agreements and would need to replace
integrated software that affects their day-to-day operations. Fiserv is fighting back with its Carat enterprise
offering and has shown that it is competitive in this segment, growing at a 12% CAGR since its introduction. We
believe that the Carat product will continue to show success allowing Fiserv to maintain its market share and
benefit from industry growth.

Further, Fiserv’s enterprise segment only represents 17% of its Merchant acquiring business and 7% of the
company’s revenues. Even if Adyen manages to take a portion of Fiserv’s enterprise merchants, it should not be
materially detrimental to the business. As Adyen does not develop industry-specific verticals that Fiserv uses to
attract its SMB merchants, we do not see Adyen as a large threat to Fiserv’s largest, fastest-growing and most
profitable segment.
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Distribution Channels

Fiserv uses multiple distribution channels to capture the payment processing business of millions of merchants
worldwide. This strategy provides the company with an advantage as it can cross sell its Clover and Carat
products through its channel partners and grow in all areas of the market. We believe that Fiserv’s shift to tech-
enabled channels (ISVs, direct e-Commerce) will continue its growth trend, and become a much larger mix of
acceptance revenues going forward. Additionally, Fiserv has shown its ability to grow its acquired business
outside of the US through expansion into India, Argentina, and Brazil with international revenues growing at a
36% pace over the past two years.

Payments and Networks Segment

Fiserv generates 38% of revenue from its payments and networks segment in which it is the industry leader.
Fiserv processes debit, credit, and prepaid cards for FIs and corporate clients. Through partnerships with banks,
Fiserv processes ~35% of the volume across the top 10 US acquirers and has more than a 28% market share in
the processing market. Payment processing is highly scalable, and Fiserv’s dominant position gives it a clear cost
advantage over smaller processors entering the market.
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Industry volumes grow annually which in turn drives industry revenue growth. Volume growth is a function of
personal consumption expenditure (PCE) which typically grows faster than Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and
the secular shift away from cash. Card purchases have been growing at a 6% premium to PCE growth. The
combination of these factors leads to high single-digit payment processing revenue growth.

Apart from traditional acquirers, Fiserv also operates the back-end processing for Fintech players like Chime,
Braintree, and PayPal (PYPL). Fiserv owns two PIN debit networks (STAR and Accel) which combine to make it
the number three US debit network after V/MA and generate $700m in revenue. Network volume is expected to
grow as partners increasingly use Fiserv’s rails for additional services like bill pay and contactless payments.

The move to peer-to-peer (P2P) payments has been gaining traction with apps such as CashApp (SQ) and
Venmo (PYPL), recognized as the fastest growers in the payments segment. Less recognized is Zelle, which is
operated by top US banks and enables customers to transfer money P2P directly from their bank accounts. Zelle
is similar to Interac e-Transfer in our home market of Canada. Zelle already processes two times Venmo’s
volume and banks have an incentive to heavily promote Zelle to keep customers’ deposits in-house. Most
consumers still feel more comfortable using traditional banks for money transfers evidenced by ~60% of people
immediately transferring funds received in a P2P app into their bank account. Fiserv provides back-end
processing and other turn-key solutions for Zelle’s transactions, therefore benefiting directly from the scale and
transaction volume that Zelle gains in the industry.

The following table demonstrates that Fiserv’s broad offerings position the company to compete in most segments
of the merchant services value chain.
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Fintech Segment

Fiserv’s fintech segment lies in core bank offerings, which act as the “plumbing” for banks and enable them to
maintain their deposit and loan accounts, as well as post daily transactions. Fiserv offers services to 4,600 banks
across the world. This segment is likely the stickiest as it is very time-consuming and expensive for banks to
switch their systems which introduces the risk of disrupting their ability to serve customers. Growth in this
segment is also expected to be mid-single digits as banks continue to upgrade old operating systems to products
such as Fiserv. Additionally, the trend towards outsourcing core systems has grown, with 95% of new bank cores
and 70% of new credit union cores being deployed in a hosted environment.

Apart from the stable revenues that this segment provides to Fiserv, the entrenched relationship with 40% of US
banks and credit unions provides a unique opportunity to cross-sell acceptance and processing products to these
FIs and their customers.

Competitive Positioning

The Legacy players in the payment industry (FIS, FISV, GPN) generally possess sufficient scale and product
offerings but have historically differentiated themselves by targeting different business segments and geographies.
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In our analysis, we view FISV as being the best-positioned legacy player. GPN’s relatively large merchant
segment makes it the most susceptible to cyclical pressures during economic downturns. FIS’s high enterprise
merchant revenues makes Adyen a greater threat to their business mix. Of the three major players, we found
Fiserv’s revenue mix across segments, geographies, and merchant types appealing. Fiserv also has the greatest
scale amongst the three legacy players. Combining this with Fiserv’s distribution strengths, we believe they will
be able to maintain a dominant position amongst legacy players and reap the benefits of industry growth going
forward.

Valuation

Fiserv’s projected growth by segment is detailed in the table below with merchant acceptance being a key driver
for the company. The assumptions provided by the company are based on their current assets and do not factor
in any M&A contributing to growth.

The company’s growth algorithm is attractive. Consolidated revenue growth of 7-9% + an estimated 500bps of
operating margin expansion (driven by scale and an increased acceptance take-rate) + share buybacks = EPS
compounding at 15-20% in the medium-term. Having delevered post the First Data merger, Fiserv is now at its
target leverage ratio of 3.0x debt/Adj. EBITDA. As a result, the company’s abundant free cash flow will be put to
work opportunistically via M&A and/or accelerated share repurchases. We view the current management team’s
capital allocation favourably given their track record of execution.

Using a conservative discount rate of 10% and a 20X FCF multiple on our 2023 estimated FCF of $7.05 per share,
we believe that the company has an intrinsic value of approximately $142. We project an 19% IRR with the
shares currently trading at $100.13. For reference, the company has consistently traded between 21x and 26x
FCF since 2014. If Fiserv meets its growth targets (which we view as credible), these are reasonable
assumptions for a company that has a market-leading position, attractive margins and high ROIC (~ 56%).
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Risks

Innovation

Processors are exposed to the risk of losing clients if they are not capable of innovating to meet client demands.
This happened in 2020 when JP Morgan announced that Marqeta would be the processor for its digital-only cards,
as its legacy provider was unable to allow mobile wallets without a significant-tech build. If Fiserv is unable to
continue to improve its offerings to clients through internal R&D and strategic M&A, they risk losing market share
to competition with a superior offering.

Contracts

Fiserv enters into multi-year contracts with clients. Many large clients will often use one processor for most of
their business while maintaining relationships with other processors using a smaller portion of their payments.
This gives clients more negotiating power when contracts come up for renewal, which can lower margins for
processors. Additionally, the general bank consolidation trend gives them more negotiating power on core
processing accounts due to their increased size. Fiserv is exposed to this risk as they operate in partnership with
many mid-sized banks that are prime targets for mergers and acquisitions. Losing volume to a competitor can
result in operating deleverage.

End-to-end players

Companies with two-sided networks in which both the customers and merchants are the “customer”, can offer
differentiated experiences to both parties. For example, JP Morgan’s Chase bank (Chase) has a large merchant
acquirer share and a large consumer card share across the US. Chase can use this two-sided effect to offer
merchants lower processing fees on transactions made using the Chase card. The direct consumer relationship
also allows Chase to achieve higher authorization rates on payments made through its cards given the data it has
on the consumer. Another example is PayPal, which incentivizes users to make payments using the PayPal
checkout button by offering an extra 1% cashback on the PayPal credit card. Both of these scenarios are potential
threats to Fiserv’s payment volumes.

General

Fiserv is subject to a wide variety of risks including changing regulation, litigation, fraud, cybersecurity, and
economic and geopolitical factors. Please review the company’s latest 10K and other public filings for additional
risk factors. Conduct your own research before making investment decisions.

Conclusion

Despite the payment industry being riddled with emerging competitive threats, we believe Fiserv’s dominant
position will remain. While we acknowledge the risk of new entrants in the merchant acquiring space, Clover and
Carat are both world-class products that deliver value to merchants globally. Combined with Fiserv’s unmatched
processing scale, Fiserv should continue to grow and thrive.

At the current price of $100.13 the stock trades at a forward P/E of 15x we view Fiserv as an attractive investment
opportunity with a target price of $142 and an IRR of 19%.
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Disclaimer: The views expressed in this report reflect the opinions of the authors as of the date of this report. Any
views are subject to change at any time based on market or other conditions, and GreensKeeper disclaims any
responsibility to update such views. There can be no assurance that such statements will prove accurate and,
therefore, readers are advised to rely on their own evaluation of such uncertainties. This report should not be
viewed as a solicitation or recommendation to transact in a security or financial product and should not be relied
upon as investment advice. Please conduct your own research before making any investment decisions. Neither
the authors nor GreensKeeper are receiving compensation for this report. GreensKeeper has no business
relationship with any company mentioned in this report.

Regulatory Disclosures: GreensKeeper Asset Management Inc. (GreensKeeper) assumed the investment
management responsibilities of the Value Fund on January 17, 2014. Prior to that date, the Value Fund was
managed by Lightwater Partners Ltd. while Mr. McCloskey was employed by that firm. This document is intended
for informational purposes and should not be construed as an offering or the solicitation of an offer to purchase an
interest in the GreensKeeper Value Fund or any other GreensKeeper Funds (collectively, the "Funds"). Any such
offer or solicitation will be made to qualified investors only by means of an offering memorandum and only in
those jurisdictions where permitted by law. GreensKeeper is registered in the provinces of Ontario and Quebec,
Canada under the categories of Portfolio Manager, Investment Fund Manager, and Exempt Market Dealer. An
investment in the GreensKeeper Value Fund is speculative and involves a high degree of risk. Opportunities for
withdrawal, redemption and transferability of interests are restricted, so investors may not have access to capital
when it is needed. There is no secondary market for the interests, and none is expected to develop. Investments
should be evaluated relative to an individual’s investment objectives. The information contained in this document
is not, and should not be construed as, legal, accounting, investment or tax advice. You should not act or rely on
the information contained in this document without seeking the advice of an appropriate professional advisor.
Please read the Fund offering memorandum before investing.

The Funds are offered by GreensKeeper and distributed through authorized dealers. Trailing commissions,
management fees, performance fees and expenses all may be associated with an investment in the Funds. The
fees and expenses charged in connection with this investment may be higher than the fees and expenses of other
investment alternatives and may reduce returns. There is no guarantee that the investment objective will be
achieved. Past performance should not be mistaken for, and should not be construed as, an indicator of future
performance. The performance figures for the GreensKeeper Value Fund include actual or estimated
performance or management fees and are presented for information purposes only. This document has been
compiled by GreensKeeper from sources believed to be reliable, but no representations or warranty, express or
implied, are made as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. All opinions and estimates constitute
GreensKeeper’s judgment as of the date of this document, are subject to change without notice. GreensKeeper
assumes no responsibility for any losses, whether direct, special or consequential, that arise out of the use of this
information. Certain statements contained in this presentation are based on, inter alia, forward looking information
that are subject to risks and uncertainties. All statements herein, other than statements of historical fact, are to be
considered forward looking. Such forward-looking information and statements are based on current expectations,
estimates and projections about global and regional economic conditions. There can be no assurance that such
statements will prove accurate and, therefore, readers are advised to rely on their own evaluation of such
uncertainties. Further, to the best of GreensKeeper’s knowledge the information throughout the presentation is
current as of the date of the presentation, but we specifically disclaim any duty to update any forward-looking
information. The GreensKeeper Value Fund strategy in no way attempts to mirror the S&P/TSX or the S&P500.
The S&P/TSX Composite Index and the S&P500 Index are provided for information purposes only as widely
followed indices and have different compositions and risk profiles than the GreensKeeper Value Fund.
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